
Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour  
Customer Testimonials
What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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Kwik Kopy team is always helpful and friendly. Their products have really good quality with 
competitive prices. I highly recommend their service. Keep up the good work!

 Joana  - Communications Specialist

11/03/2020Great service

I use them regulary for plan printing and get good quick responses.

 Dave 2009  - Curator

10/03/2020great service all the time

I use Kwik Kopy every few months for work purposes and I can never fault their service. Changes 
sometimes need to be made last minute and every person I have talked to has always been super 
efficient and always helpful

 Brandon12  - Employee Experience

12/02/2020Customer service on point!

Fast, friendly, reliable service with a team of staff who solve problems and make things happen - 
on time.

 JacksonP  - Brand & Marketing Manager

11/02/2020feedback

Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour

The staff at Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour is amazing! Very friendly and 
professional and always understands us and our briefs. They are also often 
able to work under tight deadline due to the nature of our business and it’s 
very much appreciated.

 Lily82  - Office Manager

9/03/2020Great service and turnaround!“ ”
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I use Kwik Kopy quite a bit for printing collateral for events. From the time of quote request to 
delivery, Kwik Kopy never fails. They are polite, professional and always value your time as their 
customer.

 Petra241  - Account Manager

13/12/2019Always prompt and on time!

I used the darling harbour office regulary and the team are always helpful and they turn jobs 
around really quickly for me.thanks !

 Ltd80  - Assistant Brand Manager

13/11/2019
GREAT SERVICE, COMMUNICATION AND 
SPEED!

quick turnaround on some urgent printing for us. easy to deal with!

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Account Manager

13/11/2019quick service

We had a rush job that needed no errors. Mission Accomplished.

 Hitchbiker  - Communications Officer

11/10/2019Great service.

We used Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour for a large format print at a trade show we recently 
attended at the ICC, that they printed and also installed. The team were very friendly and 
efficient to deal with, prompt in their service delivery and professional.

 FSACarla  - Program Support

19/09/2019Efficient and friendly!
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The team was super helpful in assisting us with a one-stop solution - printing & distributing to 
all our branches. Everything went out on time and they kept me in the loop re:dispatch. Very 
happy with how easy it was.

 Lena  - Administration Officer

10/09/2019Friendly, can do service

Our small business has been working with Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour for several years, they 
never fail to impress me with their customer service.If there is something that needs to be done 
urgent they try their utmost to help, and normally succeed.

 CathyCumins  - Administrative Services Manager

10/09/2019
Always approachable and very easy to work 
with.

I have sent a few jobs to Kwik Kopy recently and they have delivered high quality products very 
quickly at a good price. I often book a job in and it is delivered the same day for no extra charge! 
Great customer service, highly recommended.

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Marketing Officer

14/08/2019Great quick and professional service

Visited Kwik Kopy @ Darling Harbour / Pyrmont and was pleasantly surprised with the 
personalized service and the quality of the print.

 Vikrant  - Exec Chef & Partner

12/06/2019Great Customer service and delivery

Very happy to have a local printer who can deliver on my expectations.

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Managing Director

21/05/2019Great customer experience
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Received my business cards within 24 hours. Great turnaround and print quality.

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Senior Manager

15/05/2019Super fast turnaround

We had some last minute orders for an event.. Kwik Kopy were not only able to deliver them 
all on time, but they were also very helpful and friendly in the process. Very impressed with the 
willingness and the way the staff handles our orders. They saved our day!!

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  

14/05/2019Great personalised service

I needed business cards printed for an evening event and ordered on the day. The team were very 
helpful and accommodating to get a last minute job done so quickly.

 Tania1991  

14/05/2019Last minute job

KKDH were very accommodating, great customer service and quick to respond at short notice.

 Rebecca Meisner  - Executive Assistant & Office Manage

14/05/2019Great service and turn around time

I order from Kwik Kopy quite frequently, and every time they deliver on 
time, and products are to my required specifications. It makes my job 
so much easier when I know my clients will receive their event assets 
on time!

 Madisonb24  - Senior Activations Coordinator

14/05/2019SUCH incredible service!“ ”
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Events always need something last minute and Kwik Copy Darling Harbour, not only delivers in 
time but with excellent production standards that are essential for high end events and brand 
activation’s. No matter the crazy request they find the solution.

 Simm  - Senior Producer

10/04/2019Excellent service with a smile :)

Service quick, competitive pricing and professional

 Peter1966  - Marketing Manager

15/03/2019Great Quick Professional Service

I had a bespoke job that needed to be completed for an event in a very short timeframe over 
Christmas/New Year, the service was great and very prompt and the prints were exactly as 
requested

 Jaybee  - Event Manager

13/02/2019Great service, quick turnaround

I was there for a poster a month ago. They actually done really nice work

 Dipadh  - Owner

13/02/2019Good service and product

Last minute custom printing required done by the team with efficiency and a smile. Was 
expensive though.

 N_ancy  

16/01/2019Great service and speed
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I use to go to the Alexandria location for my printing, but switched to Pyrmont as the parking is 
better. The team here is really good, helpful and patient when explaining the various methods of 
printing. The work is great too. Quality prints.

 Miko  - Sales Executive

16/01/2019Great service!

I ordered business cards and had a very easy and seamless ordering process

 Vinod  - Director

13/11/2018Vinodh Sohan

We went to Kwik Kopy with an urgent job, which was turned around promptly.

 Newbie  

13/11/2018Great service.  Quick turn around

Staff are always super helpful and friendly with a can do attitude. Turn around times are fast and 
they are always happy to help with all our requirements.

 Claire123  - Project Manager

12/11/2018
Great and fast service always lovely to deal 
with

I cannot recommend highly enough  Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour. The level 
of customer service is extremely high. Email enquiries are attended to 
promptly,  the product was delivered very quickly and is of extremely high 
quality.

 Tash2107  - Director

16/01/2019
Outstanding service and beautiful 
products“ ”
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I have requested an urgent business card and they are able to help me on that. They are also very 
accommodating and deliver services so fast and according to target completion.

 Luli  - Virtual Executive Assistant

9/10/2018Fast Service and Great work!

Used to print business cards in a very short turn around time

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Consultant

9/10/2018Great turn around time and service

I had a quick turnaround job a month ago and within 5mins of submitting online for a quote i 
got a quote and sent artwork that was printed and ready for pickup same day! I also had a phone 
call to clarify the material I wanted to print on prior to print to double check. Very happy with 
their service and will use again.

 Jayde  

10/09/2018Super Fast and efficient service!!

Nothing was an issue, even for an emergency job on the weekend of the boatshow. We had run 
out of important printing, but Kwik Kopy to the rescue. All delivered within hours.

 Bob1961  - Sales Manager

14/08/2018Above and beyond

Great service from the team at Darling Harbour, very responsive and always willing to go the 
extra mile to help! However prices of products offered are often more expensive than other 
suppliers.

 Anonymous  

14/08/2018Great Service
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I often need to call Kwik Kopy for last minute requests and they always accommodate me.  My 
jobs have also been delivered earlier than the specified deadline and the quality of the printing is 
also excellent

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Senior Marketing Manager

14/08/2018Great service, reliable.

I needed to make a banner for a client and kwik kopy created the perfect banner within a week’s 
time.

 Seera  - Assistant Account Executive

10/07/2018Quick service and great product

Happy with the service and always deliver on time.

 Rita  - Office Manager

9/07/2018Great Service

They are great service, quick printing and good quality. The important thing is reasonable price.

 Boonyaratt  - PR & Marcom Manager

28/03/2018Great service

Kwik Kopy at Darling Harbour are nothing short of being saviours! Working in a business quite 
close to Kwik Kopy has been so helpful. Not only do they get things done in incredibly short 
time frames, but Ricky (our Kwik Kopy go-to guy @ Darling Harbour) always provides helpful 
information or suggestions to always get the best result!  One particular job where we needed 
copies of very hold heritage maps on waterproof paper. Ricky was so helpful in getting everything 
we wanted. The company were so happy with what was produced and the care that was taken 
with the heritage maps

 Monica89  - Admin Assisstant

3/01/2018Always good results!
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We booked a job and it was ready within one day including the artwork which was spot on.  
High quality printing that stood out in the crowd.  Very Happy and will be giving KKDH all my 
business.  Very friendly too.

 Kwik Kopy  - Managing Director

28/12/2017Best Service Fast and HIgh Quality Work

Really helpful and very patient with my endless changes!Very few printers will work with these 
odd sizes!

 Mont  

16/12/2017Non standardised size

The guys are always willing and able to work to our tight deadlines and the printing quality is 
great considering however what we often find lacking is the attention to detail.Wrong specs, 
things get missed, wrong quantities, dodgy trimming are things we’ve had problems with... 
Numerous times we’ve had to ask for jobs to get re-printed (which they’re always happy to do) 
but would be much less stressful to get it done right the first time. Hoping that the new year 
brings less errors to an otherwise good service!

 Kat_  - Senior Designer

14/12/2017Good quick printing but often make errors

No matter what I’m looking for, the team are always responsive to the request and go out of 
their way to ensure we achieve the best result.

 Fill  - Lateral Thinker

1/11/2017I’ll be back!

We use Kwik Kopy all the time, they are fantastic and great to work with

 Agraham  - Producer

30/10/2017Incredible service!!!
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I needed a quick print turn around, they were fast, efficient and delivered on time.

 Matthewappleby  - Marketing Manager

30/10/2017Fast Service

We needed some very last minute thank you cards printed, and the team went above and beyond 
to get them to me even sooner than I needed.  And they were great quality too, despite me not 
even sending a print ready file! Thanks!

 Aims  - Sales Manager

30/10/2017Super Helpful and fast turnaround

Kwik Kopy always respond in a timely manner and are always keen to help.

 Joliver  - Marketing Executive

30/10/2017Efficient and effective service

I always trust Kwik Kopy with all my printing jobs. They’ve been very helpful and I’ve made 
last minute orders over the phone with no problems, they printed my documents perfectly and 
communicated with me. Overall the service is awesome and its the first place i thing of when i 
need to get things printed.

 StephanieZ  - Graphic Designer

25/08/2017Kwik Service & Awesome Products

I found the staff at Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour to be super helpful and responsive when I needed 
to get a print job done for my work. They helped me to work out what I needed, what to tell my 
designer and got the job done with a quick turnaround time.

 Phoebe1  

21/07/2017Helpful staff and great result!
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Got a quote very quickly, with a very few options at various price ranges. I picked one, and was 
kept up to date with how long it would take. Got the cards posted to me the same day they were 
finished.

 Matt212  - Director

21/07/2017Great Service, Quick Quote

I have found my interactions with Kwik Kopy easy. There have only been two challenges - once 
I came to pick up my printing (which I had arranged to do over the phone) and it had been sent 
with other printing to my company. That would have been awesome if I hadn’t walked to the 
store to collect it myself. Other than that I was overcharged and given a credit note.

 Gboyle  

21/06/2017Friendly and good service

We really appreciate how professional, kind and accomodating Ricky and the team are - working 
to tight deadlines and creating really great output for us consistently. Ricky is always so helpful 
and a real asset to the business

 PHDmedia  - Receptionist And Office Assistant

19/06/2017Ricky and the team are brilliant

Great business cards. The staff were very helpful by emailing me a photo of what the card would 
look like once it was printed. I then had a look, made any necessary changes and then they 
re sent it to me to confirm before being printed. This was great as I knew exactly what I was 
getting. They arrived quite fast too. Only suggestion would be an app or link to track the progress 
of the order so you can see exact delivery time. Otherwise, very happy!

 Onboardfp  - Marketing Manager

7/06/2017High quality business cards

Excellent service from Darling Harbour Kwik Kopy. Fast, efficient, high quality product and helpful 
staff.

 Waters  - Director

7/06/2017Excellent service
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I visited the shop last month to print a few architectural plans and even though there was a 
sign saying there were no walk-ins allowed, they helped me to the best of their ability. I had to 
sign up for a company account but that took only a few minutes to set up and I could leave my 
job with them straight away. The receptionist was friendly and professional and even offered to 
deliver the documents if they would happen to be near my work. Overall very pleased and would 
recommend.

 Ming  - Graduate Architect

7/06/2017Prompt and Friendly Service

I called Kwik Kopy in a last minute attempt to get some certificates printed, and requested they 
be delivered by midday the next day. Not only did the team manage to quickly get them in on 
time, but the service over the phone was excellent. Very helpful and understanding.

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Digital Marketing Coordinator

7/06/2017Reliable, quick service!

I see Kwik Kopy as a service product based on convenience. Just like any convenience purchase I 
like to be kept in the loop. I feel some kind of status tracker would be a huge value add for me. 
Similar to that of parcel tracking, or even pizza delivery people who use the Kwik Kopy service 
are generally on a deadline and not knowing the status of their job causes stress. Simple updates 
“proof sent” “job in production” “ink drying” etc etc would be an awesome value add.

 Brodie  - Senior Account Manager

7/06/2017Good bunch of people. Great product

Walked into the office and was greeted by very friendly staff. They were able to provide print jobs 
for our company on time and at a competitive price.

 Vino  - Director

26/04/2017Efficient and Courteous Service

I explained what I needed and my budget and Ricky really came through.  Great service, Price, 
product and delivered the following morning.  Couldn’t be happier,

 WhiteBayShaun  - Founder

23/04/2017Awesome experience
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I had 5 canvases printed by Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour. They came out perfectly. The print 
colours were accurate, the canvas was well wrapped around the wooden frame, and each canvas 
had several  different wall mounting options on the back.

 Sergio  - Web Developer/Graphic Designer

24/04/2017Great quality printing

Friendly staff ready to help and the final product was delivered on time. Thanks Kwik Kopy!!

 Louie  - Developer

21/04/2017Excellent customer service

Professional advice, speedy service, efficient and polite

 Debi  - Vet Education Director

21/04/2017quick, efficient, personal service

Every service is so quick. Always you are more than our expectation. Thanks a lot.

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Account Executive

1/04/2017Great quick service!

I have used the services of the team at Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour multiple times on various 
documents and have always found the service to be simply outstanding.It’s great to know I can 
trust sepcific requirements (or instructions) on important documents to always be carried out.
Thank you team for the great customer service!

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Executive Assistant To The Ceo

22/03/2017Fast, efficient and friendly!
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The company that I work for uses Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour for many of our print outs. We are 
always impressed with the high quality of service which we receive from the team there. They 
always have a smile on their faces and are prompt with the delivery of the products needed.

 Eliza76  - Production And Sales Coordinator

21/03/2017Great Service and quick delivery of print outs.

Ricky is Cadgroups POC. Always readily available..

 Fadi  - Marketing Manager

21/02/2017Great service

so helpful and truned the job around really quickly for me

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Sales And Marketing Coordinator

15/02/2017great staff and service

I started using them now everyone in the office does.. we need fast, efficient and high quality 
turn around and that is what is supplied - every time!

 Claire123  - Project Manager

17/01/2017
Great service, quick turn around time& help-
ful

I have been a longlasting customer of Kwik Kopy in Darling Harbour, and the 
customer service is always impeccable. We have needed prompt printing and 
quick delivery over the years and they have always delivered and exceeded 
our expectations. Thank you

 Manon  - Global Head Of Marketing

17/01/2017
Amazing customer service and quick 
printing!“ ”
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fast and efficient with their service from start to finish

 SLynch  - Security

20/12/2016excellent communication

I have visited Kwik Kopy a few times over the last month for corporate printing purposes. The 
team are an absolute pleasure to do business with. Not only do they produce quality prints, they 
accommodate for intense time pressure and work very hard to deliver on time. They also deliver 
straight to your office door - which has been incredibly helpful. I would highly recommend using 
Kwik Kopy to anyone that requires printing.

 Belle  - Management Consultant

8/12/2016Wonderful Service delivered to Accenture

I needed some DL inserts produced very quickly and it was no problem at all for KwikKkopy. All 
done over the net and paid by credit card - no need for an account. very happy.

 Veejay  - Manager

8/12/2016Fast turn around

Kwik Kopy turned around a laminated A0 poster for me in a day. Easy/ quick communication.

 Laura  

18/11/2016Fast service, great communication

I emailed for n urgent job and the team were so helpful and professional. and had the items 
delivered to me the same day! can’t fault them! and will recommned to others too.

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Sales And Marketing Coordinator

8/11/2016great service, prompt and efficient!
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helped us get everything printed urgently so our client was happy

 Nataliebaban  - Executive Assistant

8/11/2016Best service! Ricky is a life saver:)

I’ve been working with the Kwik Copy Darling Harbour team since I joined Accenture and think 
they’re absolutely fantastic - very skilled and experienced which enables them to make educated 
recommendations, making them more part of the team than just contractors.

 Cora  - Marketing Associate Manager

8/11/2016Skilled, Professional & inspired team

Got some tags printed for some gifts. Ricky was very helpful in suggesting size and finish which 
made the process a lot easier and right on budget.

 SarahS  - Marketing Exec

8/11/2016Very quick turnaround

These guys are great. After a quick chat about what marketing material I needed for a special 
event, not only did they give me some great ideas, they then had designs ready and an excellent 
product ready in less than 24 hours!

 Graeme  - Principal

8/11/2016Excellent service

Great turnaround and just as ordered. Will def return.

 Karise  - Investigator

27/09/2016On time and just as ordered
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We’ve been using Kwik Kopy frequently for business and I can confidently say that we’ve only 
made good experiences. Even if we needed things done last minute Ricky and his crew always did 
their best to deliver.

 Jana92  - Event Coordinator

18/09/2016So much better than expected!

Ordered brouches and they were delivered with 24 hours. Super quick and great customer service.

 Kathryn  - Admin Manager

18/08/2016Amazing quick turnaround

I am very happy with the service I received at Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour. Great suggestions, and 
very quick turn around.

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Director

18/08/2016Very happy customer

Kwik Kopy does our corporate stationery, and have been doing a pretty good job of it.

 Jacques  - Operations Manager

18/08/2016Stationery provider

The service here is amazing, my poster was delivered to my desk within the hour. I will continue 
to use Kwik Kopy.

 MandieR  - Marketing Manager

18/08/2016Amazing service - a real stand out! Tnx Ricky
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I visited to get a couple of copies of a poster I was presenting at a professional conference done. 
It was done fast and in great time that gave me the comfort to know I was prepared for my 
conference.

 Sueg  - Conservation Scienitist

4/08/2016great service: fast and efficent

Online printing and binding of a 730 page text/ reference book.

 Douglas  - Assistant Proccurement Manager

4/08/2016Printing & Binding Services

We regularly use Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour for our business needs as they provide efficient, 
friendly service - as well as excellent results!

 Vinous  

5/06/2016Clear printing, efficient and friendly service

We use Kwik Kopy for all of our printing needs, they meet our tight turn around times and the 
quality of the print is never jeopardized. The team always work with us and are always happy to 
help us achieve what we want to create. Kwik Kopy always exceeds our expectations.

 Nikki  - Account Executive

6/06/2016Great Service

Quoting and Pricing were very quick and effective with great service 
from Darling Harbour. Delivery was included for a small fee and the 
order was completed very quickly. Very happy!

 Hvac  - Administrator

21/07/2016
Excellent Service and Follow Up, 
Good Pricing“ ”
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Ricky is really helpful and works within time constraints to get the job dones.

 Lucy  - Project Manager

27/05/2016Great and efficent

Great communication and rapid delivery. Thank you!

 Beau  

25/05/2016Great efficient service!

I had some brochures printed at Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour, and the entire experience was 
excellent. Great service, quick turn-around, fabulous result, and the owner even hand-delivered 
them to me when ready. Very personalised service - I felt like part of the family!

 Kwik Kopy Darling Harbour customer  - Owner

25/05/2016Excellent service, great product



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.darlingharbour.kwikkopy.com.au


